Proposed Construction Workzone Phasing

Example Block Phase 1

- Open walkway adjacent to buildings
- Construction site gate with flagger at both intersections
- Construction fencing surrounding central transitway
  - Fencing at each intersection end is decorative, for education and wayfinding
- Active construction to install utilities, transitway granite pavers, trees and concrete slab
- Transit is rerouted to side streets
Example Block Phase 2

- Pedestrians are along center of roadway on new transitway pavers
- Accessible walkways at various locations to enter buildings and storefronts
- Construction fencing surrounding walkways adjacent to buildings
  - Fencing at each intersection end is decorative, for education and wayfinding
- Active construction to install pavers adjacent to buildings
- Transit is rerouted to side streets
Example Block Phase 3

- Open walkway with new pavers adjacent to buildings
- Construction site gate with flagger at both intersections
- Construction fencing surrounding central transitway
  - Fencing at each intersection end is decorative, for education and wayfinding
- Active construction to install historic lights, banner poles, IKE digital signage and furnishings
- Transit is rerouted to side streets